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Heartwarming Yokai Fantasy in O-Edo 

 

Introduction and selling points: 

The total number of book sales for this series has exceeded 250,000 copies! 

A young boy called Yasuke, who used to be mentally hurt and could not talk to strangers, grows 

up by taking care of children of Yokai. While making friends with Yokai, he bravely faces his past 

and gradually becomes able to communicate with people around him. There are small and 

adorable Yokai, handful and mischievous Yokai, beautiful Yokai, scary Yokai…However, parental 

love of Yokai is no different from that of humans. It is a heartwarming fantasy, cute but a little 

scary and exciting. In Japan, a paperback version for juvenile and adults and an abridged version 

for young children have been published with the same story line. The abridged version has more 

illustrations inserted. It is possible to use the illustrations for the paperback version as well. 

 

Synopsis: 

Yasuke is a 12-year-old boy who cannot talk to strangers for some reason. He lives with his foster 

father called Sen’ya in an old, worn-out apartment room. Sen’ya deeply loves Yasuke. Although 

they are leading poor but peaceful days together, Yasuke is suddenly abducted by a team of 
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scary-looking Raven Tengu one night and taken to a Yokai Bugyo-sho [administration office]  for 

a criminal judgement. They claim that a rock that Yasuke threw and broke to release his 

frustration from a nightmare the night before was actually the dwelling of Ubume, the child 

nursing Yokai. Ubume was so shocked to lose her home that she went missing, and Yokai parents 

are in trouble because they cannot entrust their children anywhere. Yasuke tries to claim that 

he did not know it was Ubume’s dwelling, but he is not able to utter a word nor did they allow 

him to explain. “As the consequence of your crime, you shall serve as a caretaker of children for 

Yokai parents,” says the Yokai Bugyo as his decision. Since then, Yokai’s children come to his 

home night after night, which makes him busy. While taking care of a little mischievous Yokai, 

Umekichi, who looks just like young green plum, or a crybaby Yokai, Tsuyumi, who is a nephew 

of the Yokai Bugyo, solving troubles and messes, he finds himself talking to Yokai aloud and 

gradually opening his heart. However,...one day something happens to Yasuke.... A little scary, 

but heartwarming Yokai fantasy in O-Edo [downtown Tokyo in the Edo period]. 

 

Author:  

Reiko Hiroshima 

Hiroshima debuted with Sui-yo no Mori (Forest of Water Yokai)  in 2006, which won Grand-prix 

in Junior Adventure Novels Award. Her major novels include the “Fushigi Dagashi-ya Zenitendo 

(Mysterious Candy Store ‘Zenitendo’)”  series, which received first place in the Fourth Children’s 

Book Pole in 2022 and the anime version has been broadcast on NHK, the “Yokai no Ko 

Azukarimasu (Nightfall Brings New Friends)” series and the sequel “Yokai no Ko Sodatemasu (We 

Raise Yokai Children)” series (available as paperback and children’s books), a trilogy of “Narman 

Nendai-ki (The Chronicle of Narman)”, the “Ju-nen-ya (Decade Shop)” series, the “Himitsu ni 

Michita Maseki-kan (Secret-filled Maseki-kan)” series, the “Oni Asobi (Demon Play)” series, 

Okuri-bito no Musume (The Daughter of Undertaker), Hikaji no Musume (The Daughter of 

Blacksmith), Tamashii o Ou Monotachi (Those Who Chase the Sprits), Tori-kago no Ie (A House 

of Birdcage), and Ginju no Tsudoi (A Gathering of Silver Beasts). A popular author among wide 

range of generations. 

 

Visual Adaption, etc: 

Comic (Manga) edition published by Magcomi  

 

Translations: 

The abridged version for children was translated and published in South Korea and Taiwan. The 

sequel “Yokai no Ko Sodatemasu (We Raise Yokai Children)” is already planned to be published 

in South Korea.  
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Excerpt: 

 

Toward the end of the Eighteenth Century, it had been almost two hundred years since 

Tokugawa’s reign began. 

    The Shogun’s own city Edo flourished with the rich culture of its people. They took pride in 

their cool lifestyle of “Iki,” and enjoyed their everyday life, full of energy. Unique and rare items 

were brought in from different places, and the flamboyance of the city grew and grew as the 

theatrical arts and Ukiyoe attracted more popularity. 

    Naturally, just as insects gather around the light, people rushed into Edo to join the excitement. 

The influx swelled bigger and bigger, and more and more applicants lined up to live in one of the 

apartments that stood everywhere in Edo. 

    Into one of many apartment houses, namely an old and worn-out one called Taiko Nagaya, a 

blind masseur moved in with a child. 

    The child was a boy aged around seven or so. The masseur looked as young as twenty or so, 

thus, they did not appear to be a parent and a child, but they did not look similar enough to be 

brothers, either. Even more strangely, the child almost never spoke in public. 

    All the neighbors of the new residents watched them with curiosity. The combination of a 

young blind man and a silent child seemed obviously weird. Where did they come from? How 

come they live together? It was human nature to want to explore such mysteries. 

   However, the masseur and the child did not care how the other people looked at them. While 

it was important to make good friends with one’s neighbors in such times, they appeared to be 

content within their own small world. The masseur especially had a cold attitude like he was 

trying to reject everybody at first. 

    Who are they? By any chance, is the child an illegitimate child of a noble man and chased out 

to such a beat-up place to avoid family conflicts? 

    The residents of the apartment enjoyed guessing the background of the masseur and the child 

for a while. 

    But any uniqueness could become boring as time goes by. 

    After a few years had passed, the residents were tired of talking about the strange two, and 

started finding new rumors to enjoy. 

    That meant, the other residents of the apartment accepted the two who lived very quietly. 

  

Chapter 1 

 

He sees an arm. The white arm has no sign of life at all. The arm is sticking out in the darkness 

alone. 
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    The upper arm is plump and round. The fingertips are slim and thin. The arm should belong to 

a woman. But whose arm is it? Nothing but the arm is visible. 

    Darkness is gradually swallowing the arm, with its owner remaining unknown. Little by little 

from the arm joint toward the elbow. Before long, the white arm will become invisible. 

    This thought makes the fact scarier. But somehow, it is foreseen that something scarier will 

happen next. 

    I’m scared, so scared. My heart feels like it's getting squeezed. I don’t want to see it. I don’t 

want to look at it any longer. 

    However, his body is paralyzed and he cannot look away… he cannot help but just look at the 

vanishing white arm. 

    Then it happened. 

    When the invasion of darkness reached up to the wrist of the arm, the fingers moved, though 

they had not even twitched until then. They moved convulsively, like white fish that were 

brought ashore, suffocating. 

    It’s alive! But it’s getting eaten! 

    He almost screamed, but hastily covered his own mouth. 

    I must not raise my voice. No voice. No. No. 

    But I’m scared. I can’t breathe. Help! Help! 

    “Yasuke.” 

    Suddenly, a voice that does not belong to himself came from the other side of the darkness. 

It’s not loud, rather quiet. But it is the soft voice that helps get rid of the darkness like ripples. 

    Ah, it was a nightmare. 

    Finally, Yasuke realized it and opened his eyes. Although he only saw darkness, he knew that 

Sen’ya was right there, facing him. 

    Sen’ya is beside him . After seeing a nightmare, this simple fact relaxed the twelve-year-old 

boy so much that tears almost welled up in his eyes. 

    Sen’ya quietly talked to him. 

    “You had another nightmare, didn’t you?” 

    Yasuke just nodded. 

    “Sorry to wake you up.” 

    “Don’t worry, I hadn’t slept anyway.” 

    Sen’ya slightly smiled and lit the paper-framed lamp. It was not for himself, but only for Yasuke. 
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    The light illuminated the room, which was not the familiar beat-up apartment room. Tatami 

mats were not worn out and the room was clean. There were no patches of moisture on the 

ceiling. Yasuke was pretty close to panicking, before he remembered where he was. 

    Oh, yeah, right. It’s not our Taiko Nagaya apartment. It’s the mansion of Mr. Sawa, the retired 

master. 

    Mr. Sawa, the retired master, used to be one of the most successful merchants in all of Edo. 

By then he had turned over his business to his son, and lived in a mansion in a rural area, enjoying 

but trying hard to create great bonsai as his hobby. Although he was still energetic enough to 

take as much food and liquor as he used to, his only weakness was a bad lower back. That day 

also, he suddenly had a sore back, and summoned his favorite masseur, Sen’ya. 

    Since there was a great distance from their home to this mansion, the sun had already set 

when Sen’ya’s massage therapy finished. That was why they ended up staying overnight there. 

    Every time Yasuke stayed at somebody else’s home, he always felt uncomfortable. He felt like 

unfamiliar smells, unseen signs, and other people’s eyes come grab his neck little by little. 

    Maybe that led to such a nightmare. Then, Sen’ya reached out to lightly pat Yasuke’s head. 

    “Don’t think too much of it. A dream is merely a dream.” 

    Yasuke felt relieved by the word from Sen’ya. 

    Yasuke looked at Sen’ya. Sen’ya turned his face toward Yasuke, wearing a mysterious, subtle 

smile with his eyes closed as usual. Although Yasuke had lived with Sen’ya for years, he never 

saw Sen’ya open his eyes. 

    Sen’ya was blind. 

    (After all, Brother Sen is so beautiful) 

    Yasuke gazed at Sen’ya with admiration. 

    Sen’ya’s face was so pale and handsome that he almost looked like a noble existence in Pure 

Land. His ever-closed eyes and cleanly shaved head would be what made him look more divinely. 

He had a somewhat untouchable, unique kind of beauty. 

    That may have been the reason why no woman even tried to approach him. They just felt so 

awed by his noble and pure atmosphere that no one dared to fall in love with him. The best they 

could do was to sigh, saying “How come he looks even more beautiful every day?”              looking 

from afar. 

    Even the unrivaled meddlers, namely the gossiping wives at the apartment house, left Sen’ya 

alone. 

    Their usual way was that they tried to introduce young ladies to single men, saying, “Young 

men should not stay single forever.” 

    “It’s casting pearls before swine!” often cursed Kyuzo, the playboy, who was the son of the 

landlord. 
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    “Sen-san is wasting his beauty. He is as prudish as a Buddhist priest. With his handsome 

features, if he would wear a wig and act like a playboy, all the women in Edo will start chasing 

him.  What a waste! What a waste!”  

    Not only his acknowledged beauty, he also kept his youthful appearance. Sen’ya looked like 

he never got older. Although he must have passed twenty-five years old, he still looked twenty-

ish. Sen’ya said he did not know his exact age himself. Yasuke wondered how old Sen’ya really 

was. 

    However, Yasuke himself did not know how old he actually was, either. He was found by 

Sen’ya when he was four or five. 

   Sen’ya said he found Yasuke crying in the mountains alone. But Yasuke did not remember 

anything about that time, or before that. Without realizing what was happening to him, Yasuke 

was living with Sen’ya, who he called “Brother Sen.” 

    Food, clothes, and memories from four seasons that came round that Yasuke had were 

provided by Sen’ya. Sen’ya was everything to Yasuke. 

 

 

 


